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MasterSeal® traffic vehicular systems from Master Builders Solutions are
composed of the most advanced technology in the industry. These systems
are very durable to traffic, chemical exposure and harsh weather; however,
there are circumstances which can exceed the limits of even the highest
performance system. This MasterSeal Traffic Systems Maintenance
Guide is intended to provide tips on how to maximize the life of your traffic
system. It includes an overview of situations that should be limited or
avoided, as well as periodic maintenance procedures to follow. General
topics included in this guide are: snow removal, high heat exposure,
cleanup, repair for damaged areas, repair of high wear and recoating for
aesthetic purposes.

Prevention
Limiting Exposure to High Heat
The MasterSeal traffic system can
tolerate a limited amount of extreme
heat exposure. Exceeding these heat
tolerances may damage or decrease
the life of the system. High heat
exposure may be caused by a variety
of occurrences on a parking structure,
including friction caused by spinning
tires, non-extinguished cigarettes or
aggressive cleaning equipment.

To limit exposure to high heat, it is
recommended that you:
 Post signs limiting speed in visible locations
 Post reminders not to spin tires in visible
locations
 Ensure cigarette disposal receptacles are
located near entrances
 Post signs indicating that metal chains on
vehicle wheels during snow season are
prohibited

Maintenance
Physical Inspections
It is recommended that
physical inspections
occur a minimum of
twice a year, preferably
in the spring and fall.
Inspections allow
potential issues to be
identified and corrected
before damage occurs.

Snow & Ice Removal
Snow and/or ice present
a combination of potential
problems for parking structures.
Heavy accumulations of snow
and ice can increase weight
loads, which may exceed the
limits of the original structure
design. Cracking and other
structural damage to the deck
could result from this excess
weight. When these weather
conditions occur, snow removal
is necessary. Metal blades
and shovels can gouge the
membrane. Snow removal
procedures should be reviewed
with the personnel performing
the task, and the procedures
should be verified beforehand
so no damage occurs to the
membrane.

When performing an annual physical inspection, the
following should be noted if observed:
 Cracks in concrete or coating
 Blisters
 Delamination
 Leaks, especially in details
including:
- Joint sealant in wall transitions
- Flashing at plaza
- Expansion joint seals

 Clogged or damaged drains,
including details around
drains
 Structure movement
 Excessive wear of deck
membrane
 Holes, gouges or other
physical damage in the deck
membrane

Plows & Buckets
 Use of metal blades should be avoided.
 Snowplows or buckets should be fitted with rubber blades.
 Plows or buckets should be fitted with plastic “runners” or “shoes”
to distribute the weight of the snow.

Shovels & Snow Blowers
 Snow blowers and runner blades are practical for most small
decks; however, care should be taken to avoid cutting or damaging
the deck coating with metal shovels or scraper blades commonly
used on snow blowers.
 Use a durable plastic shovel.

De-Icing Salts
 MasterSeal traffic is resistant to standard de-icing salts (calcium
chloride and sodium chloride).
 Rinse the deck with clean water at the end of each winter
season to remove residual salts.

Maintenance
Cleaning
It is recommended that surface contaminants such as oil, gasoline and other engine
fluids be removed from the surface once identified. Effective cleaning procedures for your
MasterSeal traffic system are dependent upon the type of contaminant. Common carbon and
dirt deposits can be cleaned with most all-purpose household cleaners. These cleaners may
be used in conjunction with moderate pressure spray or power scrubbers. In smaller areas,
agitation with a stiff broom may also be effective. Regardless of the technique employed,
thorough rinsing to remove all surfactants from the detergent is important to avoid increased
slipperiness on the deck. For other contaminants such as oil, gasoline and other engine
fluids, use an appropriate degreasing detergent, making sure to rinse deck thoroughly to
remove and residual detergent residue. As with all recommended procedures, test a small
area first before applying to larger areas to confirm that the cleaning procedure does not
damage the MasterSeal traffic system.

Mechanical Cleaning Equipment
A ride-on scrubber / sweeper is often an acceptable means
of cleaning large areas. There are certain precautions
that need to be followed when using this type of
equipment. Standard brushes, containing medium bristle
polypropylene or polyester brushes are recommended.
The use of abrasive, impregnated or metal bristles can
cause damage to the MasterSeal traffic system. The
scrubber brush pressure should be set at the minimum
setting for the machine. For deeper cleaning in areas,
it is best to decrease the speed of the machine rather
than increase brush pressure to ensure the machine will
not damage the deck coating. These recommendations
are based on the review of the operating manual of the
scrubber-sweeper and cannot account for variations
between machines or any maintenance issues with the
equipment itself. Therefore, it is always best to perform
a test cleaning on a small area of the deck to confirm the
machine is cleaning adequately without affecting the deck
coating. Master Builders Solutions makes no express
claims to effectiveness of any machines listed in this
document or whether these products may damage the
MasterSeal traffic system.
Repairing Deck Membrane Systems
The need to repair mechanical damage to the system
often depends on the extent of the damage observed.
Dropping or dragging of heavy or sharp objects can often
damage the MasterSeal traffic system and the concrete
surfaces below. Repair of the MasterSeal traffic system
begins with ensuring that the substrate is sound, clean
and dry, and then is followed by the application of a
MasterSeal traffic system to the affected area according

Chemical Cleaners
Master Builders Solutions has found no individual
chemicals that would have a detrimental impact on
the MasterSeal traffic material when mixed and used
according to manufacturer’s instructions. As with all
maintenance and repair procedures, it is recommended to
use these cleaners on a small area to confirm that these
materials will not affect the larger membrane application
area. Master Builders Solutions makes no express claims
to the effectiveness of these products or whether these
products may damage the MasterSeal traffic system.

to written recoat instruction provided by your local Master
Builders Solutions Parking & Restoration Specialist.
Master Builders Solutions Technical Services or your
local Master Builders Solutions Parking & Restoration
Specialist can assist you and your applicator with
questions pertaining to repairs. It is important to note
that damage to the MasterSeal traffic system caused by
sharp objects may void any material warranty provided.

Master Builders Solutions
The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of MBCC Groups
expertise together to create chemical solutions for new construction,
maintenance, repair and renovation of structures. Master Builders
Solutions is built on the experience gained from more than a
century in the construction industry.
The know-how and experience of a global community of MBCC
Group construction experts form the core of Master Builders
Solutions. We combine the right elements from our portfolio to solve
your specific construction challenges. We collaborate across areas

of expertise and regions and draw on the experience gained from
countless construction projects worldwide. We leverage global
MBCC Group technologies, as well as our in-depth knowledge
of local building needs, to develop innovations that help make
you more successful and drive sustainable construction. The
comprehensive portfolio under the Master Builders Solutions
brand encompasses concrete admixtures, cement additives,
chemical solutions for underground construction, waterproofing
solutions, sealants, concrete repair and protection solutions,
performance grouts and performance flooring solutions.

Master Builders Solutions products for the Construction Industry:
MasterAir ®
Solutions for air-entrained concrete

MasterGlenium®
Solutions for high-performance concrete

MasterProtect®
Solutions for concrete protection

MasterBrace®
Solutions for concrete strengthening

MasterInject®
Solutions for concrete injection

MasterRheobuild®
Solutions for super-plasticized concrete

MasterCast®
Solutions for manufactured concrete
product industry

MasterKure®
Solutions for concrete curing

MasterRoc®
Solutions for underground construction

MasterLife®
Solutions for enhanced durability

MasterSeal®
Solutions for waterproofing and sealing

MasterEmaco®
Solutions for concrete repair

MasterMatrix®
Advanced rheology control solutions for
self-consolidating concrete

MasterSet®
Solutions for retardation control

MasterFinish®
Solutions for formwork treatment

MasterPel®
Solutions for water tight concrete

MasterFlow®
Solutions for precision grouting

MasterPolyheed®
Solutions for high-performance concrete

MasterTop®
Solutions for industrial and
commercial floors

MasterFiber®
Comprehensive solutions for fiber
reinforced concrete

MasterPozzolith®
Solutions for water-reduced concrete

Ucrete®
Flooring solutions for harsh environments

MasterCem®
Solutions for cement manufacture
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Customer Service (800) 433-9517
Technical Service (800) 243-6739
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MasterSure®
Solutions for workability control

LIMITED WARRANTY NOTICE: Master Builders Solutions Construction Systems US, LLC (“Master Builders”) warrants this product to be
free from manufacturing defects and to meet the technical properties on the current Technical Data Guide, if used as directed within shelf
life. Satisfactory results depend not only on quality products but also upon many factors beyond our control. Master Builders MAKES NO
OTHER WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO ITS PRODUCTS. The sole and exclusive remedy of Purchaser for any claim concerning this
product, including but not limited to, claims alleging breach of warranty, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, is shipment to purchaser of product
equal to the amount of product that fails to meet this warranty or refund of the original purchase price of product that fails to meet this warranty,
at the sole option of Master Builders. Any claims concerning this product must be received in writing within one (1) year from the date of shipment
and any claims not presented within that period are waived by Purchaser. Master Builders WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS) OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND.
Purchaser must determine the suitability of the products for the intended use and assumes all risks and liabilities in connection therewith. This
information and all further technical advice are based on Master Builders present knowledge and experience. However, Master Builders assumes
no liability for providing such information and advice including the extent to which such information and advice may relate to existing third party
intellectual property rights, especially patent rights, nor shall any legal relationship be created by or arise from the provision of such information
and advice. Master Builders reserves the right to make any changes according to technological progress or further developments. The Purchaser
of the Product(s) must test the product(s) for suitability for the intended application and purpose before proceeding with a full application of the
product(s). Performance of the product described herein should be verified by testing and carried out by qualified experts.

